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Introduction
This section contains patch information for QualiWare release 6.6.5.
The purpose of 6.6.5 can shortly be described:
• 6.6.5 contains bug fixes compared to 6.6.4
• 6.6.5 contains no new features.
The 6.6.5 patch is recommended to all in order in order to keep up with the newest release.
Those cases where a specific problem is identified, which has solved by the below incidents,
a patch update is particularly recommended.

Closed QWI
The closed Incidents(INC)/Defects(DF) can be grouped in the following groups:
Performance
Functionality
Stability
User interface
Please note that details on each of the incidents/defects are not included in this document.
The reason is that too many of those fixes are quite detailed in their context.
In case details are required please contact Service Delivery Manager at QualiWare
claus.pedersen@qualiware.com.
ID
DF-0010

DF-0013

DF-0041

INC-2824

Name
Creating Language
Variant Of Objects
Shows Links in Default
Language
Export QRV to Excel Objects Separated w/
Line Breaks Not
Respected in Excel
HTMLDIalogLayout for
Templates with a ':' in
the name never
appears
AcknowledgeList
creates additional "to
be acknowledge" for
users who have
already acknowledged
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Short Description
Links on objects were shown in
default language instead of the
language you were using

Category
Functionality

-

Functionality

Archimate templates never
loaded the configured
HTMLDialog

Stability

Acknowledge from multiple
sources was not working
correctly

Functionality
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INC-2742
INC-2728
INC-2686
INC-2676
INC-2661

INC-2594
INC-2573
INC-2570
INC-2563
INC-2362

INC-2224

Warning: Unknown
function
GetActivityLabel
Link i mail linker
forkert
QLM Crash #1
Description gets
deleted when editing
HTMLWebQuery
Hierarchy Query kan
ikke sorteres
Azure AD-synch is not
working
Notes does not work
with Chrome
Revert to default
Webform
EventPublisher does
not create correct SVG
in PWS.
Tab'in to Rename
Objects Faulty
Alt+left-click in Note
removes Note
description and
replace with Note
name
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GetActivityLabel function was
missing

Functionality

Link in mail, links only to Base
configuration
Copy paste from word to QLM
could cause a crash
Dataloss when editing objects

Functionality

HTMLWebQuery did not sort
ascendingly

User interface

-

Stability

-

Functionality

Sometimes you’d get the
default webform instead of the
webform for the template
Pictures in a private workspace
were not generated correctly

Functionality

Using tab to move through
objects and rename them,
renamed the wrong objects
Dataloss when working with
notes on diagrams

Functionality

Stability
Stability

Stability

Stability
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